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• Fix What’s Wrong
A RIVER OVERDONE

Blackfoot ‘in danger’ as it flows through people

The Big Blackfoot River still runs hard. But the river, immortalized in “A River Runs Through It,” has changed from one of the West’s premier trout streams into one of the West’s most endangered streams.

The river’s decline has reached the point that American Rivers designated it Wednesday as one of the 10 most endangered rivers on the continent.

“It has been overdone,” said Lincoln native Becky Garland. “It has been over-run, over-cut, over-fished, over-recreated and over-looked.”

From beginning to end, the river runs due west for 136 miles through large valleys and tight canyons. For the river — and its fish — it is a run through an environmental gauntlet.

Pollution from abandoned mines foul its upper reaches. Logging and agriculture stress the river’s middle section. The lower, wider portion of the Blackfoot is crowded by growing numbers of recreationalists.

Through it all, the Big Blackfoot remains beautiful. Except for where it begins.

“There’s the Goldsmith—mass of minerals up here you’ve ever seen,” 88-year-old Dan Kornec said from the office of the White Hope Mine.

“Mining there is this country’s tradition.” Kornec or other family members have operated the White Hope Mine — which is in a drainage of the Blackfoot’s headwaters — since World War I.

The mine operates in the shadow of the Mike Horse Mine, an inactive mine infestations among conservation groups.

Even though the Mike Horse closed for the last time more than 30 years ago, barren crevices of acid-rain-colored water heavy with copper, iron, zinc, manganese and cadmium still flow from it and other nearby mines into the Blackfoot.

Miner Dan Kornec: “It ain’t going to get cleaned up overnight.”

(More RIVER, page 8A)
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